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A- Surrez «

1. A •particle" of charge Ze moves with velocity v » —at M, 
energy E z Mvc - v2/c2)-2 , through a -substanc of -atomic

, dens ity N at naaa/ca^. Ms have to consider the process

of slowing dowm, and the nmture of the trail of ions produced.

Very alow particles are of little interest , as their range is very 

short if Z is large, or if the particle in an electron, there

are ccmplicatons which we postpone. Thus, our considerations will

apply particularly to protons, deuterona, • -particles, and aw a one .
-

2. The important quantities cot

1 —7 (a) Penalty of lone per — of path (•Specific Xcnipatioo* 1) 

(Can be counted in cloud ch—har and emulsion work, and is

frequently employed in estimates of the mass of an ionizing particle.)

Can also be determined by use of shallox ionisation ehanber, depth

•■all enough so that ion density doesn’t vary in a path of length =

thia depth- Plot as function of path length traversed is "Bragg Cu 

« —• (b) Total Ionisation Produced (a). Thia determines pulse also in
In* I

ion rh—h t or proportional counter -

R —• (c) Banco (B). Thia is — important limiting factor in various

Being readily red, it gives a useful

measure of initial energy of particles. ("Range-Enere relation).
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? - (d) Stopping Power. or rate of mnergy loss per an (F). Thia le not

observable, but provides the theoretcal basis for treating the others

Eo-> (e) Me may add the initial energy Eo» *hith determines the range.

3. Elementary observations above all, tracks are etraieht and of uniform 

length. (Meson tracks are not etraight, however.)

(a) The energr required to produce an ion pair depends on the stoppine

substance (i.e., on N and Zo) tat not on the particle (X, v, K) —*33

volts in air. Thus, a «c Bp, ant I K F .
3ja(b) Geiger Rule. RoLEo’ for moderate Eo . For example tarts for

~ -particles with ranges from 3to8cmo2 air.

(c) Bragg Bale. "Atomic stopping p am* s la roughly proportional

» ca In original statement; A • atomie weight) or "mass

stopping power" a in roughly proportional toA-

4. Concept of "air equivalent", etc. Col nene of two an* whose

lengths are in inverse proportion to their respeetive stopping powers

F will obviously produce the same energy loss in a particle, provided

the columns are abort compared to ranges. It la fewest that the final

provision is unnecessary, no that equivalent thicknesses of two
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Theory.

1 inaminslscollimisn- Let particle velocity = v .

therefore put a < vt ■ Describe the collision by

tne "impact parameter" to. Suppose

▼ mo large and b so —11, that

the electron behaves as if free, but PARr 

that to la not so small that the

ELECTRON

re A

electron’s final velocity la comparable

to According to the lmtter

assumption, the electron will not move

zar during the time the particle 1s close enough to it to interact

_ PThe momentum A P acquired by the electron la given by )Fdt,

» F in the force acting on he electron. Since it La assmed

fres, the only force La the coulomb foroe due to the particle. As the

electron doesn’t move far during the collision, we compute F for

a stationary electron- It la clear from ly—11 try that the ewatmut

of Ap parallel tovis Fndt = 0

= a- r ” £ dt = dx

» b/sin • x = -b/tan • dx-b sec? d b to

tan’ min2 •

4 P = d P, *
o s)( b ye = * 

v
a sin • de • 2 t ea 

v b
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Nete: (a) Fxcept for the factor 2, this result can be gotten tg A dimen-

•ianal •ryssnt.

(b) The factor appears, because A 9 is proportional to tine

or comston, and line of collision is inversely proportional to v.

It mtght bo thought that a faster particle- could hit the electron

harder and transfer more mcmentum This is indeed true, but as we

shall see only afTects close impacts, whhich aren’t considered here.

2. Energy The energy transferred to the electron «dwee initial

momentum is supposec cap/a , and therefore taken as sere is
2 = (A T), - Then

per cm with impact parameter

-4 =‘ • 5 cAr • (mo- or ampacte 

b) = Scz T ab)m z, (AD),-

Therefore,

2
z

2 a

= ± # * •* * ** -

*
and bmax are to be determined as Halts «b range of validity 

of car approximation. Due to logarithm, the deterination need not be

3- Discussion of Ipproacinntlon.

(e) First approximation is use of classical (not quantum) mechanics.

This is 0.K. so long as well-defined classical orbite exist-- i.e.,

so long as the de Broglie wavelength is each —Her than the distance

of closest approach b. We know But we get a

------
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larger mumber by —1 during a coordinate system vith particle at

r-wst. and electron court ng mt with velocity v- Then r. *elec

and this la the quantty mst be greater th— if we want to use

clansica1 mechanics. Xa fact, since the electron (as seen free the

particle) may be anhhere within a region of this size» we owe that

can — longer increase — 1/b «h— b de belom Plec
Me then have the condition

b -or 
a v

(b) Kar end spproximation is that electron stands still while struck-

Thia la O.K. If electron goto a velocity o—11 compared to v.

Therefore, A different approach is to note that.

even in a head hn eolllal—, the electron nly gets a velocity 2 v.

For ths particle may be supposed to have •o mass, sad in a coordinate

. syst— —wring with it, the electron approachlag with velocity v can

at —st be reflected back with velocity + v. Thus, our expression

for A p cannot possibly he right if it leads to and

is presumably right on13 if A p «4-2 a v. This is the same condition

as before.

Since ■ * 2 f e2 , — have 
b v

Z e2

Hote this la the distance at which the pet —tlal energy Z e*
2 b

total on orgy i a v ; i.e., it is the classical taming point.

the

Ws

th— see that the electron won’t stand still if the distance of doe sat

approach to its initial position is less th— the classical turning point 
this is obvious, and gives another way to derive the condition.
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(c) Third approximaton is that the electron is fra*

When we loch more carefully, we see that really the onlz 

approximntion about the electron le that it stands st while struck.

Being free Just means that the banding forces don’t cause it to move

uring the coin aloe. Thia will be the case if the collision time t

is Mali e reaper ed to times which characterize the motion of the bound

electrom.

Tc estimate the latter. we recall that a bound particle ban a

Multiply periodic motion, with a set of frequencies w. *2, etc..

and thuz a set of timee We nom note that Um# 
“2

electron la found in aa atcm, and that the frequencies associated with

the set of “o electrons in the atom are simply those of the 11 nee 

of ite absorption spectrum. Thia includes the continuo a spectrum.

aa well aa the dl aerate epectram. Me nay la fact, in the dipole 

approximation, treat an atom aa a set of oscillators of these

frequencies, the oscillator of frequency w being treated. not 

aa a single degree of freedcm, but as f degreoa of freedom. f^ is 

the "oscillator wtrength", and la clearly e anally frentional, since 
there la a not unnatural sum rule 2-f, = z, and there le an

90 of frequencies w. to run over.
Expression z, Xn should be replaced by 1f.

b

Me now haver

(1) To estimate the ccllision time
-

that the an la contribution to ala ea la free

„ note

7.
4

i.e- » S, el* • “ x 7» (the Largeot part of "

1
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Therefore la time for particles to go from a s -b to

x = b, or • UI Then,

• «€ »
2 i

If this condition fails, we may consider the other extreme

««M. namely In ths case, we can use the

adiabatic approximation; the electron Will adjust its orbit

to the slomly changing condition, and will be left la the same

state it started in, i.e., there la an elastic collsion. Me

see that for b >>

iomization.
r » there la no contribution to the2*,

(2) Dipole approximation anal hold. This means

is the radius of “he atom. But this condition la

only a condition on the validity of the approximtion used to

establish the relatkon b f that is, what it really na ana

2
Me note that the frequencies which differ in order of

magnitude are aeonri at ad with different electrons, e-g- » I x-rays

with electrons in K aboil, etc. So we should put for each w*

some 4 which measures the radius, not of the whole ar on, but just

of the proper aba ll. Than
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(d) The fourth approximation la neglect of relativity

The effect of relatvity la to flatten the field (reducing its

extent parallel to x-axis) and to increase its transverse coms

f - Due to the first effect. conditions at distaz.ce x

repiaced bg those at
s • 's'! x. This neana

should be

t,
and ta particular the collision time t mast ba reduced bg a factor M -

Due to the second effect, f s increased * a factor • and we

see that f la unchanged. Thee, the previous calculn’lon of the

momentum tranefer leads to the correct result . Homever, the oonlition

•1

mast he replaced by ^1 - @ .= • acid get

De* ere inert lea of and

(a) The result depends on hmtm and b_au only tnrough In J

Thus, we need not give a* accurate estimate, and conditions of the

fern b £4c or h »> 8 can he replaced by hex and h

ee that ") P=a

(h) We accordingly take

s

and

•1
Pm/mv

-ichever la Ereater -

2ze2
-
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F 2 4
2 a v

f, En
1

LzZ
(c) Mo recall that if b>> the collision is adiabatic, and

therefore elastic Also, if bm>bmin» then most of the seat ter tag

involves b > so it is safe to neglect collisions for hhich

„ these occurring rarely, and not involving larger momentum

transfers than are irolved in our approximation by those having

b 3 Thus, by including all impact parameters

we get all which contribute appreciably to the energy loan. But thio

involves the condition

result coesa inl ng

4. b—ax» and in fact (as we see from our 

) bmin b^, l» necessary in order

for these collisions to uce a large energy loss, and thus —air

whatever may hare been neglected bo the roughness at cur approximations-

Mo conclude

to a sary conditon for the validity of the ral—lot icon. here,

we cannot replace >> >

(d) •) Using both expressions for , we find we must have both

■X. >> 2“ a v 2
2 I o* , (Mo shall see that 

m v

these non-relativistic expression are gocdeoub) Mo fL also the sondittom
tar validity of dipole approximation in estimatng was v » a, .a, 7” 1
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( P ) Ke know that

e -l e 2, ~ B
$

2
* (virial theorem)

V, = velocity of electron in shell Associated with frequency

“1» and Z la th* effective charge acting on th* said shell- 1=Z=sz,

Me Blao have th* uncertainty relation a V1 A: ~K

Therefore 2
& 5 "i % ~ i * V, ; ~ i v, -

P
( %) Than th* third condition becomes

ld i b v*>»>- «, a i b v; , or again v
Th* flrat condition

Me see that the

dipole approximation is always good, if the calculation can be done

at all, since the condition for Ita validity la the same as the

condition » bmin Q.M.-

(8) Second condition 1st

v
2 / 1/3 2 1/3X • -1 /= = (2 j "i “a ", &

From Z, > 1 follow* f Z . Therefore if * 77 "1 Z

, ,1/3
()
1/3

it w1ll follow a fortiori that condition 2 is satisfied. Thia will

follow from v>>V for protons and deuterons (Z = 1) and

e -particles (Z s 2). Xt will fall for fission fragments and tn*

Minnesota neavy perticles.

(E) Th* ratio of

minclass
bmin q.x.

2 >V • S 2 Z »1 *1 » Z < V V Z, V

Therefore condition for use of Q.M-, not classical bmin is v >> * *1 •
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This again follow* froo v for p, d, e » but may fail at

( low ▼ far fission frwgw*nt.a and the Minnesota particlen.
(•) Resulte-

(9) If | a «2 >> z4 w, (for all 1); than

= •7“-2 2
(8)

()

If i ■

F =

but not >>Z*w; ; then

2a* 2 fl & -----,
a v7 1 LZe2wi

If mv2 la not >>Tw for any particular w ;
then that will not be included in the sum. This la becauze 

th* falure of our approimations ia indicated by th*

contribution to energy loss being emall- Only If there iz no“i
for which >
completely.

a «2 >>T* bold*. will the calculation fail

But whan thia happens, we mey say th* particle la

practically stopped, so the above formulae for F can be ward

down to v = 0 In estimating th* range
Note use of non-relativistic appraximation throughout th*

section (d).

even better if

It is clenr that condition bmnx?> 

la increased by a factor d.

(6) _
2. Fa = * 2, Fa -2, ‘a “a

2 ' Zo
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» average ionization energy la defined by this equation

w = o -2, -a f‘ “1 •

We c«t for p, d» •

&n Xmv2

prurient

i •2 >>4 «, or “a

C ML***1** Kotfato of Bg. Use Femi-Th mms atom an tal. 

Electrons have momentum p, and are confined Co volume of

redius &- Beteen uncertainty relation and excluson

princple, get a a3 . _1/3or pa ~Z

virial thsersa, Us potential and kinetic energies are of

the same order of magnitude, no chat

.2
— or p”a-

Therefore,
„2/3 

P~Z.
„-1/3 a ~ Z, .

2
. P e

Inetnad of now onelooting the energy
7/3

»
2 2* ~Ze

Bloch ar anno that (la the epirit of the harmonic oscillator

y

of vibrations la the Fezmi gas. He says this is given by

w ~ v/a , where v a oomd velocity in the gas. But

should be Um same order of natal tote as electron velocity;
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therefore , so that

w ~ p/a --

Thus,
z

Therefore
2= 2 

tt
mv“ k Zo R“

k is a numerical constant (not given by Bloch • estimate)

Experiments on gold (quoted ky Heitler) give k=2

Note
B h = 13,5 (For air, Z. ~ 7 •

This gives k Zo R •98 volts. Experiment gves BO . which

is a good enough check, considering cradeness of the Bloch

argument .) "Serber Saye" quotes a value kR = 11.5 volts

obtained bg Mheeler from experiments by Milson.on 2 - 4 Nev « s

in aluminum.

—„
i
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1- Stopping Power

(a)
F . 27x z, « dA x"*

Thia holds provided g 

ah mm thnt p decreas

>> energ ot z-electrons. The formla

rapidly aa B 14 , ant 11 8 becomes

relativitic. Than xv2 censes la la , nun* 8 eeM1—•

to increase, giving a slov (logarithmic) 14 of F. There la thus

a minimum ofFin the transition reglon from non-relativistic to 
extreme relativistic B. Thia la al purhaps 3 ■ c“.

T ▼

F

Q.l
I 

to DK, 100

(b) The minimum 14 hard to rather the rise at hicher

energies. Thia 

effect. Thia effect c — « la strongly when v la greater Umm Umi 

velocity of light in the stopping substance. The erfecet 1s • strong

polarization of the medium by the field of the particle, which mhields

Um more distant parts of Un medium, and Umm cuts •ft the inerease

of by the factor

ermememme-N •e
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(c)

4
WTAf* rule E~2-

is a fair appraximat Lon to

This appears to hold simply because

7 e I -

(d)
He will —e that tike Qeiger rul. (MC E22 means pocv-1 » or

FcCE"

FagE-,

, bet in fact, Fec * 1 K , hc oet to be cloee

since the An varies slowly. Here are two suggestions -

(1) E la • good approximation to 1 1

range where the Qeiger rule holce

I la the

(11) Teller obmerves that slow particles can not excte inner

shell electrons; therefore as particles alow da— below M . K-energ»

they are able to excite fewer Md feeer electrons; thus, the

stoppin power aw—*t deer as feat as ecpected. la fact.

a (Teller says), giving E cutside the logarithmm.

2.

Aino,

(A)

(b)

& = S ez e

4- -

Theory!

o

3/2
BeC E,

F(K)< E
J

Saa = S #s-
o

a. , rherefar., rt,ce E,

-1
~ E

2
E, • o
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la fact, when E, is greater than la the Geiger rule range, the role
3 A 2

breaks down by R varying more repidly than E0 . and tending toward 
2

Eo 1s smaller, the rule falls by •On the other hand, when

slower variation.

(c) Aside from these rough rales, we can always do the theory mere

completely, integrate more accurately, and by comparison with experiment

plot quite good rw^o energy curves. (See, e-g-, Bethe and Lvingston )

The range-energs relation is the best way to get energieo of heavy

particles, because (due to their mass) they are difficult to deflect 

la magnetic fields unlwss their energies are low.

(d) Relationtomass:

-4=-40x * = -X’a = F-

R =
V -

• dv/ax 
O

"r(,)‘s

since F(w) is Andependen of M, we haw* za • r*o

* " 7- Thus, anes of meson can be

measured la cyclotron, since p is known from HR , and range in 

mail ion can be masured. The function f(v,) can be determined

far protons. Then for any particular track, only one value of M 

gives same value of v. from both formlas (l.*.» that for Po

and that for *).
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Note hom the use of thia theory to find masses dependa only on who 
2 

fact that it independent of M and varjee ae Z . Thao. only

velocity dependence gives trouble, but can be gotten rid of by

calibration against a particle of knonm Z and ■ Note v la

a ha art it parameter than

3. SpecifieandTotalIonization
(a) The mean energy required to ionize iskZo . Iomization

La show, ho , that Um number of ions produced

ndary effects; an electron pr ed in the primary

an averase of tun more ion pnirs before T rm =- * “""8™ #4 " 4b F44 “ —*4 —4 "

(Especially fast primary electrons are • 8 -raya") The result la.

however . a proportionality the energ loss and Um

ionization. We Umm have:

CD I KF; (2) M =

BRAGG CURVE

l"
I

AL

(h) Ionzation chambers and provorttonal counters*— F —*** ----4 “ -e •4 -p- —e--* "

Due to their much greater total ionizaton, heavy partidee are

readily distinguished from light ones. Thus, it la possible to

count 'a in preaence of P background (Hom about vice vezsar)

Also, aloe neutron counters can be ccnstructed with BF3- The
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10 7 . 7
reaction B ar • ) Li yields heavily ienizins of and Ll . 

which can be detected la priaeace of a 8 background.

(c) Early measurememts of ■aa— mass-

e{) Broil ana Fret ter. B P raw 11 be ired, but not *

H I eculd be measure (or at least a fat ity proportiomal

to it) by counting drops la cloud chamber tracks. Since IcF,

thin means F (except for s constant factor) is d. The

constant can be gotte by cal brat ion with protons. In fact.

the vhole" function MB be gotten 8o-

F(v) is independent of mass.

Fre 'f • kno Q • FrK=
so ^T****11* ** etermined- 

y i - 1 .e*.

Since F(v) is slomly varying near minima, this method

requires slow miom. Thus, countin rates are low.

( 9 ) Powell, etc. coLldn’t be a. But ve knem e « —= "= "emam »

I = f’o and

1 Q
I « EF(v) 4

thus, Um "residuml range" at a place where X la d is
* a WCD • where 0 la a undvereal fumetien- With X la

artitrary units (the grain density, messured hhat subjectively.

all right if raprabaBible for a given observer), 0 is gotten

for protons (for which M is knovn) and then II for mesons.

The aathed requires meson and proton tracks to be formed in the

■will low at nearly Um same time, as X (observed) is affected

by the age of Um tracks.

•ma
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D- LereeTartackme’ C2

Here it ia possible for the classical to be larger Umm Um

qaantum hmin- * — important effect is p—1 Minty of e—— of electrons 

by um particle, reducing ite effective r—nn. and than its specific

ionization . As a result, I decr towrd the end of Um range, instend

of incremsng as in Um Ira ji curve (See Teller, p.32of 11- M. 11 aa,

Rasetti, p. $1, for gain and loss of electrme by e ‘s.)

Tracks of fission particles hm small , which, at end of track.

increase to form • tuft l1ke UM feather of an MTW. This in due to collimione

with muclei- See Taller, P- 52 of LA-24, far aceount of this.

It mm Mr their very dense aonizatiam (propartiona to » ) and by UM

decrease in X at the ends e trackn that Um Mil

large Z of the particles seen t them la wale rays at grent neignts

-

-

a
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0y, man» mmall enere

11 the t*— aref’s are quite straight, and the ranges unifozm. It

is UUJI more than enything else

—tar is dea primarily to ite electroms- 

A2. » . due to fluetuatioms in mmber of —lift — , and alno

ro capture and loss of electrons, «{ "s on’t have • perfectly uniform 

j—j-r, m n ratal ~ a 1artl.. mhe erteet in —1.1 tar "a (See Rasett:), 

3. The same holdfor scattering- The mltiple cmtterine la • “1et-me --‘e 

femture «r meson tracks i* emlsion, and has been used by Pe11 te ew2te 

-het- -a--. Om he other hana. It Imposes a definite limit —

urememts in ■!—t chamber mass determinetione-

Occantonally, — or ecatters orr a meleus. (Rutherford scattering-)

smee


